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11.1 HUDSON CAD
STUDIO PHASE I
SUMMARY

and included proposals that transcend current
applicable land use, ownership, and legal
frameworks. Strategies and design ideas for the
South Bay waterfront project area included:
•

Extensive ecological restoration and
facilitated wetland migration at the South Bay

SUMMARY OF CAD PHASE I

•

Enhanced waterfront recreation and
increased access to green open spaces

•

Protection and/or enhancement
of road and rail corridors

•

Adaptive reuse of existing structures
and mixed-use development to
encourage economic activity.

•

Upland Green Infrastructure (return of any
un-productive space to function) – increased
infiltration and retention of stormwater

The Climate-adaptive Design Studio hosted
by the Cornell University Department of
Landscape Architecture is a research
partnership between the university, Cornell
Water Resources Institute, and the NYS DEC
Hudson River Estuary Program. Each year,
Cornell landscape architecture students partner
with a flood-risk Hudson Valley community to
develop design proposals that respond to the
effects of climate change and sea level rise.
Goals of Phase 1 Studio proposals include
educating and inspiring communities “to adapt
their waterfront through visual design and
innovative stakeholder engagement” and “to
encourage long term implementation of Climateadaptive Design principles”1. Projects mobilize
local stakeholders and catalyze subsequent
execution of Climate-adaptive Design projects
in partnership with state programs.
In Spring 2016, the CaD studio focused
on climate-adaptive design and planning
strategies for the South Bay waterfront area
of Hudson. The Phase 1 project area included
the Henry Hudson Waterfront park site, State
Boat Launch, Dunn Warehouse, Holcim Port,
nearby Residential Special Commercial district,
and South Bay Wetlands. The HVC project
team reviewed the four CaD Studio proposals
accessible online2 as part of Task C.
Student projects were generally wide in scope
1 CaD Studio Fact Sheet, accessed December 29, 2021 (URL:
https://wri.cals.cornell.edu/sites/wri.cals.cornell.edu/files/shared/
documents/CaD%20studio%20fact%20sheet%205-7-19.pdf)
2 Trophic Design, accessed October 11, 2021 (URL: https://tro-

HUDSON CAD STUDIO PHASE I
PROJECTS

The CaD studio projects were highly
variable in their treatment of the Henry
Hudson Park property, though the following
themes emerged between projects:
•

A soft shoreline at the Hudson
River edge with

•

constructed ecological systems.

•

Extensive site re-grading to maintain park

•

function through SLR and flood events.

•

Expansion of useable park space to
include the Dunn Warehouse parcel.

•
•

Project by: Alisa Chirico and Graham Smith

UNSINKABLE: THE WETLAND INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
Henry Hudson Park-specific aspects of proposal:
•

Establishment of self-proliferating
native plant communities.

Water St. moved East adjacent to rail line to expand useable park
space with gently re-graded slope down to river.

•

Protection and adaptive reuse
of the Dunn Building.

Native aquatic vegetation and wet meadow perennial plantings
established in flood-prone areas to act as source populations.

•

“Wet Floodproofing” of Dunn building to accommodate intermittent flood events.

Brief summaries of individual projects
with representative imagery follow.

Project area-wide aspects of proposal:
•

Rail line decommissioned, park space extended to south property
with extensive restoration of existing wetlands.

•

Mixed-use development zone adjacent to rail station

phic.design/cad/hudson/)
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Project by: Ming Chi and Xiaoying Li

Project by: Sara Hirsch and Kyle Sitzman

TIME REFRACTOR

HUDSON RISING: PREPARING HUDSON’S PEOPLE AND
WATERFRONT FOR CLIMATE CHANGE

Henry Hudson Park-specific aspects of proposal:
•

Heavily programmed redesign of the park with active use terraced
turf spaces transition down to a soft shoreline edge.

•

Henry Hudson Park-specific aspects of proposal:
•

Park redesigned to accommodate flooding with a soft shoreline.

Existing parking areas converted to open green park spaces.

•

Restoration-heavy approach twith soft shoreline, planted riprap, and boardwalk viewing spaces.

•

Ferry station and Power Boat Association dock relocated to south end of existing park.

•

Park becomes primarily passive use with other key recreation features relocated.

•

Eco-revelatory sculptures register tidal movement and flood events.

•

Dunn building repurposed as a Farmer’s market and community kitchen.

Project area-wide aspects of proposal:

Project area-wide aspects of proposal:

•

•

Proposed nature center, opening in causeway and increased access to adjacent wetland.

•

Gravel truck traffic routed south of 99 Front St. Building.

•

Recreation amenities (boat launch and parking) relocated south of the active Holcim Port.

•

Wetlands south of Henry Hudson Park extensively restored and
repurposed as park space (encouraged wetland migration).
Large redevelopment district and green open spaces with integrated stormwater management
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Project by: Kimber Martin and Fei Peng

Project by: K.E. Ryan and Yvonne Quinn

HUDSON HUB: CONNECTIONS TO ENLIVEN HUDSON’S FUTURE

HYDROTOPHIC HUDSON

Henry Hudson Park-specific aspects of proposal:

Henry Hudson Park-specific aspects of proposal:

•

•

A floodable park with topography to accentuate floodwaters

Project area-wide aspects of proposal:

•

Dunn Warehouse wet floodproofed

•

Strong focus on transit-oriented mixed use development.

•

Sloop Club Nature Center

•

South Bay property subject to extensive wetland restoration. Allowed to inundate fully

Project area-wide aspects of proposal:

Back-channel flooding is permitted within the existing rail line footprint, park is accessed by bridges.

•

Buoy System Energy Turbines

•

Raise Amtrak Station out of flood zone
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Project by: Lauren Butts and Sophie Wistrom

Project by: Viddhi Jhaveri and Yiyang Bao

HIGHER HUDSON

BRIDGE THE GAP

Henry Hudson Park-specific aspects of proposal:

Henry Hudson Park-specific aspects of proposal:

•

Stair tower and lookout

•

Boardwalks to waterfront

•

Terraced vegetation

•

Pier overlook

•

Amphitheater

•

New wetland marshes

•

New boat and kayak launch

Project area-wide aspects of proposal:

Project area-wide aspects of proposal:
•

Raise Amtrack rails

•

New development

•

Elevate train track on piers
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11.2 MEETING MINUTES
HUDSON CLIMATE ADAPTIVE DESIGN PHASE II

KICK OFF MEETING
Meeting Location: Hudson Powerboat Association
Time 2:30 pm

MEETING NOTES

Date: Friday 10/29

HUDSON CLIMATE ADAPTIVE DESIGN PHASE II

MEETING NOTES

plan could be Basilica Hudson or Hudson Hall. Alternatively also the tent in front of Kit’s
Nest (Kaja will reach out to these entities)
3. Develop a curriculum and Stewardship program for/with youth as a way of handing over
“ownership” of the design to the community.

AGENDA
2:30 - 3:30 pm
1. Team Introductions
2. Project Structure / Goals / Schedule
3. Community Outreach Strategy
4.Information sharing session / questions / discussion

Site:
Ferry Street Bridge is scheduled to be restored, but this schedule is unknown. Hilary oﬀered to
inquire.
Similarly, the status of a once proposed State park for the site immediately to the North of Ferry
St is also unknown. Dan oﬀered to inquire about status.
Only other access to the site - at grade crossing to the south. Team should also look into
potential upgrades to make it safer or any plans already in place.

3:30 - 4:30 pm
5. Walk Site and continue information sharing with partners - see MAP with notes

Dan: Don’t need to limit the site to boundaries of city-owned land, but make recommendations
for area at large, where stormwater management might impact the site for instance.
- Need elected oﬃcials to be involved and sign-oﬀ.
- Should acknowledge all city-owned and public property

Attendees:
Sam Merrett
Kaja Kuehl
Elena Mosley
Eric Rothstein
Nick Zachos
Nicholas Parisi
Hilary Hillman
Dan Miller
Keegan Oneal

Site info from partners:

After introductions, Wendy gave a brief overview of the project, goals and schedule. Timeframe
for entire project is approximately 1 year. Dan emphasizes that the goal is to develop a design
that can be implemented by City partners following this phase. Realistic expectation and buy-in
from City oﬃcials is important.
Kaja shares draft of engagement strategy. Approach will be threefold:
1. Advisory Group: consisting of a broad range of representatives will meet bi-monthly to
guide the design team. Several current users were mentioned including senior classes,
boxing classes, Hudson Paddle, ﬁshermen, among others. Kaja will share a list and
seek suggestions as to who should be part of this group.
2. Public meetings/events: Ideally as much as possible to be held on site. The group
discussed a potential ﬁrst event in December (Dec 11) and to use Winter Walk (Dec 4th)
as an opportunity to advertise the project and the engagement event. Indoor back-up

1

Sam describes the current situation of docking.
- Sloop Club began managing the city’s docks this summer with the goal of increasing
access for commercial and recreational vessels.
- Docking space is limited. Private docks of Powerboat Association encroach on public
shore, Powerboat Association has been “friendly neighbor” and willing to oﬀer overﬂow
space for vessels like Schooner Appolonia, as it is the only option for bigger visiting
vessels docking. A good deal of boat shuﬄing happens. The Riverkeeper boat was
docked for a term and was very popular because of his river knowledge.
- Waterfront Wednesdays opens access to boats and the Hudson shore.
- Much of commercial dock is currently taken up by Hudson Cruises with a long term
lease with the city for a relatively low fee. Blocks view of waterfront from park.
- Recreational boating (kayaking) mostly from long slips in the south.
Nick Zachos about Park:
Site was a contaminated superfund site until the late 90s. Cleaned up (or capped? Team should
look into) in early 2000. This is when bathrooms and gazebo were built.
Boating community refers to slips as numbered (1,2,3,4 going from south to north)
Nick about Nack Center and Southern slips:

2
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MEETING NOTES

Sloop Club received a DEC grant to create an estuary education center at the most southern
slip. Original design for a repurposed container, but building inspector does not allow an
occupiable permanent structure on this piece of land due to uncertain ground conditions.
Current plan is to outﬁt a trailer with equipment that can be stored at the site but also travel to
schools and other events. Both the trailer and the unﬁnished container are currently stored at
the site.
“Wild” unimproved area at this southern end provides a lot of habitat that includes herrons, and
a number of diverse ﬁsh, including American Eel and Blueback Herring, that come to spawn in
the slips.

Hudson CaD Team
Kick-off Meeting Map
1
SITE WALK
1

Powerboat Association Dock allows larger vessel docking

2

Commercial Docking

3

Kayak Slips - no oversight
authority

4

Approximate location of
underground concerete pad for
crane

5

Nack Education Center Location

6

The Secret Slip - natural area

7

Park access point over tracks

8

Dunn Warehouse

9

Public Parking

2

3

4

3

8
9
6

5

7
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11.2 MEETING MINUTES
HUDSON WATERFRONT CLIMATE ADAPTIVE DESIGN
ADVISORY GROUP MTG #1, NOVEMBER 11, 2021 (VIRTUAL)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
●

Questions about scope of this (CAD) project: limited to public land, specifically land that the
city controls, final design recommendations could be structured in a way that not all will be
implemented at once

AGENDA

Breakout Room 2 - Maintenance & Management - Sam Merrett, Hilary Hillman, Dan Miller, Lyndsey
Cooper, Wendy Andringa

Introduction to team and agenda
Introduction to Project & Goals
Project Background
a. Brief summary of commonalities of CaD student boards
b. Map of Project Area
c. Timeline
d. Map of sea level rise
e. Goals
Goals for community input and advisory group
Breakout rooms: Discuss a site inventory/knowledge around three themes

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

ATTENDEES
Michelle Tullo, Michael Hofmann, Tom DePietro, Rebecca Wolff, Hilary Hilman, Margaret Morris, Jim
McDarby, Sam Merrett, Adam Weinert, Zebi Williams, Vanessa Baehr, Nick Zachos, Melissa Auf Der
Maur, TJ Machiaroli, Van Calhoun, Bob Green, Ben Fain, Branda Maholz, Christine Vanderlan, Dan
Miller, Lyndsey Cooper, Wendy Andringa, Keegan O’Neal, Kaja Kuehl, Nick Parisi, Kate Treacy

●
●
●
●

MINUTES FROM BREAKOUT ROOM DISCUSSIONS

●
●

Breakout Room 1 - Status of related projects
●

●
●
●
●

●
●

Relationship to DRI/Dunn: City is developing RFP for Dunn Warehouse, which will potentially
include the two parcels to the north of it. Any community input generated in relation to the future
of Dunn that comes out of this (the CAD) project can inform either the RFP or discussions with a
developer. City has $1.6 in funding (from 2 sources) allocated to restoring Dunn. A use that
benefits the public is a condition
It is not determined yet, whether the goal is for the properties to be sold, leased or remain in
public ownership
Relationship to LWRP: This (the CAD) project could assist in updating the LWRP to reflect
current priorities
Relationship to Amtrak: tracks are being raised visibly north and south of Hudson; it is unclear
why not or when they will also be raised in Hudson. Design team will further inquire
Relationship to DRI/Street improvements: The planned improvements to Front Street will end
at the train station, but can be a model of how to continue further south in the future. Construction
expected to begin in Spring 2022
Relationship to Ferry Street Bridge: Seems to be further along, but no one knows a clear
timeline for its opening. Design team to follow up with DPW
4.4 acre parcel South of Colarusso: Including the parcel in this project, would be an opportunity to
make visible that it is owned by the city.
HUDSON VALLEY
COLLABORATIVE
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●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

City has hands-off approach to waterfront
DPW does do trash removal, mows, maintains street lights and coordinates seasonal dock
installation
City Charter: there is a position of Harbormaster, and position has never been filled
Sam does commercial dock coordination
Dock maintenance - 33 floats require maintenance now
No budget set aside for maintenance of the floats
City does generate money from docks - $2,200 generated in 2021
No one has managed kayak slips, there is room for volunteer
3 systems: 1 commercial , 2 basin kayak docks (unmanaged/unregulated)
Commercial was built because there was a Cruise Company (private) need. The Cruise boat
sank once, so the dock was built for safety.
This season the commercial dock was opened to more than the Cruise Company.
Sam documented everything that occurred this past year - request these from Sam
HPBA always offers dock space when public requests
HPBA’s nicer, aluminum docks may have been purchased through a City grant for dedicated
transient (public boaters), however since there is no oversight, nobody knows. Sam has never
seen any agreements.
State boat launch - open to public, not kayak-friendly at this time
Identify all the uses envisioned for the waterfront. How many users are using the commercial
docks? How important are they? Rethink how we use that section of the waterfront?
Avoid one-size fits all approach - pair uses with opportunities along the shoreline. A low-energy
cove is appropriate for natural shoreline, and community education.
Sam notes that there is State bulkhead at the south end, by the HPBA, and it is a deepwater
bulkhead, HPBA occupation is questionable.
At slip #3 & #4, transient boat users use the docks as personal docks - they want to come to
Hudson by boat and have dinner, and just tie their boats there bcause there is no oversight.City
should create Harbormaster position to oversee dock use
Rick’s Point: the parking peninsula, is the choice area for sunset, why is there parking there?
Previous use designation for ease of access/boats dominating shoreline
We should allocate spaces and uses with the appropriate available resources
Hudson needs dock space for visitors, but it seems like the HPBA docks are private and often
empty. Approach HPBA about sharing more dock space?
Management of shoreline: non-traditional shorelines require maintenance
Main challenge - unconsolidated sand, easily washed away
Will require ecological engineering to keep things in place, will require maintenance over time.
There is no such thing as a no-maintenance shoreline.
Planted edges will require a management plan, community involvement, opportunity to foster
stewardship, community engagement. Need volunteers who are educated about plants.
Clearing the water-chestnut with hip-waders could be a fun volunteer day
HUDSON VALLEY
COLLABORATIVE
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●
●
●

Issue with non-native/invasive sp. - a more manageable size, can definitely create events where
community members volunteer at the shoreline
Potential forpier? Both commercial and recreational use?
Town of Milton (South of PKeepse) has a bi-level pier for fishing and boat bulkhead. This is a
really good use of space above a bulkhead edge - its hard to dock at floating docks so sometimes
a hardened edge is better

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Multifunctional uses - fishing, gathering, viewing, also boat access
Sloop spit could have a boardwalk and place to hang out and and dock system/boat access.
Integrate active uses like docking and passive recreation - people like to be around active uses!
Dan mentioned a fishing pier they built above sea level rise that was built in Newton Hook,
parallel to the shore. People complain about the height , blocks views
Pier-ish boardwalk at Sloop spit could be cool.
Sam mentioned railroad pier potential
Bump-out pier near powerboat association? Need to be conscious of proposing structure over
open water - permit issues
Build high and dry now and it will be over water soon.
Proximity to navigation channel on Southern end will need to be considered.
Raised boardwalk from Promenade Park to waterfront? Increase access?
Utilize existing topography for better viewsheds, the group talked about towers as feature. ADA
considerations may not work.
Hilary mentions that the area above the retaining wall is ideal for views.
Tap into city volunteers for planting maintenance, but city should develop Parks Department
CIty is currently managing access for larger events in park with mass gathering permit, seems to
work well as of now - overseen by city clerk
Create a list of similar analogous sites, draw inspiration from other sites, understand
management needs/challenges from these sites as well

●

●
Breakout Room 3 Notes: Existing recreational and cultural uses
●

Attendees in Breakout Room 3:
○ Adam W, Zebi W, Jim M, Melissa, Kate Treacy, TJ, Vanessa, Christine
HUDSON VALLEY
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Adam W
○ It is easy to live life in Hudson and not realize that you’re on the water!
○ Hudson Arts Coalition is deliberate about a mid-week programming schedule. The
waterfront is heavily used on weekends when the weather is nice.
○ Seen hudson seniors doing exercise and youth playing Soccer. The Bangladeshi
community in particular uses the large ﬁeld for soccer practice.
○ The tent installed by the Hudson Youth department was very helpful for outdoor
activities during adverse weather and cold (sentiment echoed by Zebi at Kite’s Nest).
Zebi - Kite’s Nest
○ One of their favorite places in Hudson - one of the few places in town where you can see
so many diﬀerent people in the same space at the same time
○ Kite’s nest has used the space for water sports and summer fun like Slip and Slides.
They appreciated the addition of accessible water spouts - in the past they had to call
DPW for water access.
○ Appreciates that there are restrooms, which opens the door for a wide range of
activities.
○ Has used the waterfront with Kite’s Nest for:
■ Birthday parties, pinatas
■ Outdoor adventure camps
■ Has used the boat launch with Sloop Club and Hudson Paddles
○ Has personally participated in outdoor exercise groups.
○ A free check-out system for family friendly toys (frisbees, hula hoops, paddles, balls)
similar to Battery Park City would be good to see.
○ Regarding Climate Change, drainage and rainfall have been identiﬁed as more
immediate concerns than SLR at the Kites Nest site in the North Bay area.
Melissa Auf der Maur - Basilica
○ Interested in the relationship between waterfront useage and resilience as an individual
and as a business owner.
○ Finds it diﬃcult to discuss the waterfront without doing so through the lens of the
industrial port. Gravel truck travel presents signiﬁcant environmental justice issues.
○ Sees the South bay’s health as essential to the waterfront. Is concerned that an active
causeway for truck travel would have a negative environmental impact.
○ Has concerns about limiting project scope to the HH Riverfront park, that a holistic
approach to open space design that includes the city-owned property south of the
Colarusso port property would be best.
○ Echoed that an additional pavilion would be good for the site. Dunn Warehouse would
be a good spot for the city to develop into that all year round space.
○ She will forward an email to Kaja from Stephanie Monseu about land acknowledgment
group meeting into
Jim M - High School Teacher
○ Teaches environmental science
○ Leads students participating with Cornell's FishTracker - citizen science with his
students where e-DNA studies track invasive species
HUDSON VALLEY
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○

●

●

●

●

His students are always looking for community service opportunities to “pad” their
college applications.
○ Elementary students typically participate in “A day in the life on the Hudson River” on the
waterfront
○ His dream is to have an outdoor educational facility as a resource for teaching
○ Cohotate Preserve in Athens (contact: Rebecca Pinder) has excellent infrastructure for
outdoor education, but transportation is a challenge
○ His Envirothon team needs to know everything about Hudson River ecology
Vanessa Baehr - Active Community Member
○ Recently helped lead youth on “A day in the life on the Hudson River”
○ Started a hula Hoop club there which led to a class
○ Signage in multiple languages would be helpful - Spanish, Bangladesh, Haitian.
○ Fishing is an important cultural practice for many people and should be maintained.
○ There should be a land acknowledgement. Indigenous attitudes could lend a lens for
how to care for the land moving forward.
○ There is signiﬁcant work happening around land acknowledgement in the area. Heather
Brugel is who to contact at the Forge Project. Stephanie Monseu of Bindlestiﬀ Cirkus
has been doing the grassroots work to gather the community. Her email is
philomenabindlestiﬀ@gmail.com
Kate Treacy - Tourism Board
○ Would like to see the LatinX festival and other large cultural events continue
○ It would be good to be able to hold cultural events throughout the year (not just the
summer). A seasonal tent or outdoor pavilion could assist with this.
Christine from CLC
○ It could be valuable to reach out to the Stockbridge-Munsee Tribe regarding land
acknowledgement
TJ - Hudson Paddles
○ Everyone should have the opportunity to use the space for ﬁshing, but there is currently
no real safe space to do so.
■ People ﬁsh from the ﬂoating docks, which is not safe for them and leads to
tangles with boats and kayakers.
■ Standing on the rocks is also hazardous.
○ It would be nice if there were a dedicated space for ﬁshing. Could be good to build a
pier!

HUDSON WATERFRONT CLIMATE ADAPTIVE DESIGN
ADVISORY GROUP MTG #2, JANUARY 31, 2022 (VIRTUAL)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
AGENDA
● Welcome: Introduction to team and agenda
○ Brief recap of the project goals and priorities of our funders DEC/HREP
○ Share site inventory maps and data collection
○ Share summary of major opportunities / issues that the community has shared in our
meetings (top 10 or so?)
○ Share goals
● Breakout rooms: Discuss (30 min)
○ Room 1: Kaja
○ Room 2: Wendy
○ Room 3: Keegan
● Report back from breakout rooms and next steps (15 min)

ATTENDEES
Michelle Tullo, Michael Hofmann, Tom DePietro, Rebecca Wolff, Hilary Hilman, Brit Zuckerman, Elena
Mosley, Angel Hernandez, Rayvon Smith, Refat Hoque, S. Trianna, Sam Merrett, Eli Schloss, Nick
Zachos, Peter Tenerowicz, Jennifer Patton, Paul Colarusso, Peter Spear, TJ Machiaroli, Van Calhoun,
Bob Green, Ben Fain, Libby Zermaitis, Lyndsey Cooper, Wendy Andringa, Keegan O’Neal, Kaja Kuehl,
Nick Parisi, Kate Treacy

MINUTES FROM BREAKOUT ROOM DISCUSSIONS
(EACH ROOM DISCUSSED PROPOSED GOALS)
Breakout Group 1
Overall appreciation of the presentation and clarity
Some horror over SLR projections
Appreciation for the idea of park betterment
Goal 1 – Expand the Park
● Winter programming - use Colarusso’s shed for winter programming
● Enthusiasm for park expansion - make a land grab
● Consider redirecting the traﬃc (Water St) closer to the tracks
Goal 2 – Improve Access
● Appreciation of pedestrian priority
● Wasn't clear how vehicles will move
● Appreciate a park undivided by vehicles
● Keep Dunn as a park asset
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●
●
●

○

Comment about needing parking structures for the new hotels going up soon behind the RR
station ?
Moving Water Street east would create a park access alternative to the HPBA cut-through
access
There will be pushback in the parking - this is America

Goal 3 – Enhance Nature
● Interest in living shoreline types that will be used? Wet meadows? Reef balls? Planting the
revetment
● Libby noted that DEC has a Sustainable Shorelines Program with Demonstration Network on the
Hudson to test out diﬀerent solutions. No “one size ﬁts all” - can add nature to any shoreline
type. Making advances on the Regulatory side through the Community Risk and Resiliency Act.
Nature-based guidance. Permit staﬀ recognizes the beneﬁt of these solutions. Permit staﬀ will be
reviewing the teams proposals early on.
● Youth Apprenticeship - relationship that came from Kaja’s Shared Streets and Operation Unite
that encouraged young people in the streets was a beautiful thing to see - keep this in the
program and don’t let it get dismissed - seems central to the plan!
●
Goal 4 – Design for Inclusion
● Richard who is the dutch boat historian is involved with native american institute and CT River
Valley trading with dutch
● Albany Institute of the Arts reception - Mike Tucker - to honor Hudson River Painters. Hudson as
great place to celebrate the small (rowing) boats and Dutch ancestry.
● Lighthouse is excited about the opportunity to tap into the ﬂow of people - lighthouse has to
have a dock.
● Hudson Cruises was dominating the docks.

Breakout Group 2 Notes

●

●

Design team could consider the option to move Water St. or replace with a new road
back behind Dunn warehouse to open up more useable space adjacent to waterfront.
This may have been included in the LWRP as an option.

Four season uses
○ Use of river ice is limited due to the shipping channel, the city has considered a
chiller-powered rink for elsewhere in the city but this does not seem to be a best use for
HH Park. Best feasible option if there is suﬃcient community interest would be some
type of multi-use hard game court that could serve as a rink in winter (Copake Park
precedent).
○ Temporary or semi-permanent tents can allow for more year-round useage. The Youth
Department tent across from Dunn (40’x20’) was a huge asset but may not be enough
space for large events held in the temporary tents adjacent to PBA boat storage.
KO Personal note: we should think about sledding if hills/slopes are added. If it can be done,
people will do it and we should make appropriate plans.

Goal 3 – Enhance Nature
● Planting trees should be ﬁrst priority, starting now will ensure a higher, useful canopy
○ Trees should be ﬂood resilient and adapted to “wet feet” for SLR groundwater intrusion
● Can we connect to youth group/apprenticeship – training young arborists, expanding knowledge
of tree maintenance and/or SLR adaptation
Goal 4 – Design for Inclusion
● Mayor’s Oﬃce is connected with Heather at the Forge Project and encouraged the design team
to maintain that connection – the group intends to use the waterfront space for a march in the
spring
●
Breakout Group 3

Goal 1 – Expand the Park / Goal 2 – Improve Access
● Overall , group is in favor of the pedestrian priority zone approach, but this begs the question:
What happens to parking?
○ If we totally reclaim parking lots, for park use how/where will that use be provided?
○ Is there a happy medium/negotiation
○ Is there a way to encourage to walk to the park over driving a car, like signage, clearer
delineation of public land/private property (apartments)?
○ We can also consider encouraging use of nearby parking on other side of train tracks
and walking to park.
○ Sloop/Clearwater use – would need suﬃcient parking and drop-oﬀ area for buses, safe
space for children to gain access to boats

●
●

Overall appreciation of the presentation and goals
Questions about the State Boat Launch Design and some time was spent clarifying the design
and status (bulkhead gets repaired in place, not extended into the water. Some parking will be
eliminated)

Goal 1 – Expand the Park
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Like the idea of expanding into the gravel lot
Would be popular to create more natural spaces in these areas (native wild ﬂower areas)
Great views on upper area that could be used diﬀerently
Winter: Warming structures or something to make it a little more friendly in the non-boating
season, even though the Hudson side is not fully ice (shipping channel)
Winter: if Park is to be used in winter, dock storage should be rethought, could be somewhere
else
Slip 2 could perhaps be a “ice exploration zone”

AGENDA
1. Recap of project context, goals, and priorities
2. Presentation of draft design ideas & Progress Update
3. Breakout rooms to discuss highlights of draft design
4. Strategies to share and get feedback from the Public

Goal 2 – Improve Access
● Appreciation of pedestrian priority
● Very supportive of restricting vehicle access
● Sam suggested to develop system for limited times when vehicles are allowed or where even
delivery of equipment can be done using cargo-bike/ cart to further reduce the need for vehicles
in the park
● Could equipment for events be permanently stored in the park (tents, sound equipment)
● There shouldn’t be parking at Rick’s Point
● Needs to have some kind accommodation for people with disabilities
Goal 3 – Enhance Nature
● Creating more natural areas would be great
● What about a wild-ﬂower meadow where the gravel lot is?
● Trees could be planted intermittently into the amphitheater to just be a great place to meet an sit
and watch river

ATTENDEES

Kamal Johnson, Michelle Tullo, Michael Hofmann, Tom DePietro, Rebecca Wolff, Hilary Hilman, Elena
Mosley, Angel Hernandez, Rayvon Smith, Refat Hoque, Jim McDarby, Mohammed Rony, Sam Merrett,
kate Treacey, Margot Becker, Nick Zachos, Jennifer Patton, TJ Machiaroli, Van Calhoun, Bob Green, Dan
Miller, Lindsey Cooper, Wendy Andringa, Cat Priolet, Kaja Kuehl, Anna Dietzsch, Liz McEnaney, Nick
Parisi, Ed Morris

MINUTES FROM BREAKOUT ROOM DISCUSSION
Break out Group 1
Section of Plan:
1-Site redesign, traﬃc and pedestrian ﬂow

Goal 4 – Design for Inclusion
● There is beauty to the ﬂexibility and unregulated nature of how the park can be used by all sorts
of users
● Like the idea of stewardship being included into the design
● Amphitheater would be cool -perhaps along the retaining wall, soccer could still happen in front
of it
● Is the space for expansion wide enough to play soccer there?

Rerouting of traﬃc to the R/R tracks side or Dunn Pavilion desirable. Boat launch traﬃc stays out of
the park( with completion of new bridge) [ this could be guaranteed by making the traﬃc south of the
R/R station, through the park, back north to the bridge, one way]. Separating the pedestrian traﬃc to the
park (pavilion or lower lawn immediately after crossing the bridge very important).
Concerns that the dynamic of the current performance, audience, vendor space be as good or improved
by a new placement of the elements (pavilion to amphitheater to vendor).
2-Programing space needs
Amphitheater creation below or above existing road and wall, eliminating the road was conceptually
hard for some. Others saw it as a vast improvement. A new pavilion design and placement to perform to
both the lower lawn and upper amphitheater was questioned for its ability to meet the concerns in plan
section #1. Some saw as an unquestionable improvement. Others were concerned that the existing
could not be improved upon.

The knoll and the ﬁshing pier and access, creation of a multiuse /Dunn Pavilion, a “wading beach” area
were well received. There was concern for “care” as well of maintenance of the entire park. Who does it?
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Demonstrating clearly that the Stair and landing access at the North East corner to the Park, bordering
the Boat Club, would be large enough, welcoming enough and accessible enough to encourage the walk
across pedestrian traﬃc from the bridge to use is was considered important.

Existing gazebo proposed to be removed, issues with accessibility, poor structure of adjacent stage, the
proposed performance space will be a ‘replacement’ for this program
-There may be some pushback from various constituents, especially those that may have dedicated the
gazebo space

3-Water access, docking, boats
Well accepted. Opening up the water opens and slips. Giving better access to personal water craft.
Creation more large boat dock space at the south end, slip 1&2.

Focus on multi-purpose spaces, i.e. enough space to have pick-up soccer game, yet can be used by
other groups for more structured events

4-Environmental, Ecological considerations
The plan is well crafted. It meets the three other section’s needs, opening up and connecting a park
that is currently disjointed. Pulling the water areas inland into the park and using the city run oﬀ drainage
transition into the river as a teaching grounds is very creative, innovative.
Ample, careful, eﬀective signage is very important. Internet skews at various location for historic and
cultural in formatting is very appropriate.
Also-

Topic 3: Circulation
ADA accessibility for pedestrian pathways?
-2 wheelchair accessible options, from Warren St./Ferry St. or from Broad St., wheelchair access to
lower portion of amphitheater, as well as ADA accessible seating at lower region
What is the purpose of vehicular access within the park itself? Could the Dunn Warehouse area become
a reduced traﬃc region, more conducive to pedestrian programming?
-Reduced width of Water St., specialized paving, signage and other cues to prioritize pedestrians, but
still allow access to emergency vehicles and other vehicles that need to access Dunn

Lots of good bicycle parking at multiple strategic locations in the park is very important. Speed limit
max 10 mph. Be smart with Dunn Pavilion Planning. Proscribe the usage to include: history; ticketing;
community organization meeting space; outside seating; vendor space.

Path width?
-existing path is 9 ft wide, proposed loop will maintain the same width, will match existing
Wheelchair/access to Rick’s point/ﬁshing pier?
-ADA parking spots assigned at boat launch and Dunn, wheelchair access will be designed for all paths
leading to the waterfront

Break out Group 2
Topic 1 – Boats and Docks
Driving access to the larger boat docs?
-Have not speciﬁed yet, have discussed pedestrian access adjacent to smaller paddle craft landing.

Grading at Rick’s point – dredging to begin process of water encircling all of the knoll, raise knoll high
point, will seek to balance out cut/ﬁll

Crew access as well?
-Yes, park and doc at Collarusso, can disembark at the larger dock

Topic 4: Ecology

What about the city Dockmaster?

What would the water quality testing look like for the community/Nack Center? Interest.
Opportunity to pair with Jim McDarby’s students, already have a good base of water science knowledge,
could be the ﬁrst group to start process of student/community scientists
Nack Center Programming – currently Sloop Club is envisioning future education program, HVC
allocating space for whatever Nack Center becomes…want to collaborate with Sloop Club to help plan
ﬁt into CAD design

Topic 2 – Park Programming
Additional Program feedback from group:
Beach Volleyball court at the wading beach location (South Lawn area)
Grilling/BBQing opportunity in lawn area
Playground equipment

Break out Group 3
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Topic 1 – Boats and Docks
-

The only space where a big boat could really dock is the bulkhead at the State boat launch. It’s
time to bring up the fact that the Powerboat Association is blocking this area with their ﬂoating

-

-

Like the pavilion and the stone amphitheater

-

How do the blocks “travel across the road”? is it just a visual continuation?

-

Also make the plaza area more beautiful paving.

Ecology
- Slip 2 area is wonderful and educational

docks. The state boat launch is meant to be public and not just for Hudsonians.
-

-

Midsize boats could dock on the side of Colarusso, but the water is really shallow near railroad

-

Also like to move the bridge to the Nack Center

point.

-

Wading beach is a nice concept, but will it ﬁll with water chestnuts?

Can kayak storage also be in separate building? Perhaps next to slip 2? It doesn’t have to be

-

Or be ﬂooded quickly and you will lose the gravel (question for engineer)

inside the Dunn building.

-

Is there a way to use a plant that you could walk on?

Relevant for people with kayaks: short distances to carry the kayaks down to the water are

-

Also consider legacy contaminants from the Hudson River superfund clean up
Railroad Point

important -or having a dolly available.
-

-

Having storage for kayaks or paddle boards might be useful for some people. But needs to be

Can rail road point be treated similar to the knoll. It is a nice place to walk out to and have a
view.

secured. Some have expensive gear. Also some come from elsewhere, so won’t want to store
-

their boats in Hudson.

It is just as high as Rick’s Point and if you add a little riprap and a boardwalk you could get
another 80 years out of railroad point.

-

Will be hard to dredge rail road point and use it elsewhere because of potential contamination.

Parking/Circulation
-

You will hear push back on eliminating parking from people. Solutions for where parking could
be is vital, so it doesn't look like “pie in the sky”

-

Also be intentional about bicycle parking and really good ways to walk to the park would also
help to be proactive.

-

Also a “park dolly” that people could borrow to transport things including their kayaks would
help keep cars out of the park.

-

Can the triangle owned by Amtrak be used for parking, where the sculpture is now? Or you
could just made the road a little wider to add diagonal parking

-

Could Franklin Street keep running along the tracks or even cut across the lawn? Or a
conﬁguration that gives enough space for a soccer ﬁeld, but also for turning onto Ferry st Bridge.

Programming/Lawn spaces
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–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
AGENDA:
DISCUSSION
1

ACTION

Recap of Design Alternatives and
summary of comments from public
events

DUE
MM.DD.
YY

2

Design Next Steps

MM.DD.
YY

3

Discussion of permit and other
constraints to the preferred design

MM.DD.
YY

4

Overview of timeline (to date and
future)

5

Overview of ﬁnal deliverable

6

Open questions or concerns that
should be addressed in ﬁnal design

The get-down (either location), the knoll, Dunn Plaza and the amphitheater are among the most popular features;
moving the road towards the Amtrak tracks was also popular with most commenters; Railroad point should be made
accessible to people;
Peter adds comments and questions:
Vans - accommodating disabled groups of people often come and need a place to park and view the river; Likes the

ATTENDEES

more open park continuity; Likes the multiple features which allow more people to enjoy the waterfront

W. Andringa, C. Priolet, K. Kuehl , H. Hillman, V. Calhoun, S. Merrett, N. Parisi, T. DePietro, J. McDarby, P.

Will this be phased or done all at once?

Colarusso, R. Wolﬀ, H. Bruegl, P. Tenerowicz, N. Zachos, M. Hofmann, J. Patton, S. C. Roland, G. Katz, K. Treacy

. KK - yes, phasing is something we will develop as part of ﬁnal design
. WA presents the concept diagram deduced from the design preferences
. WA goes over DEC permitting meeting takeaways
. KK adds DEC only concerned with regulating tidal zone, other permits will be needed

MINUTES

Relocating Water street or reactivating Franklin St will require de-/remapping

The following notes do not represent comments in the order they were made but are instead grouped by topic for

The Docks: Current design does not propose changing the dock conﬁguration; Would require permitting, and can be
addressed in the future if people feel passionately about it

clarity.
RECAP OF DESIGN ALTERNATIVES AND PUBLIC COMMENTS

TIMELINE AND NEXT STEPS

. WA presents boards from May public meeting and design alternative differences

. KK reviews monthly meetings and outreach diagram-timeline

. KK and WA go over some initial feedback and preferences regarding the a la carte design alternatives menu

. KK discusses team wants to ensure that Hudson stakeholders can continue coordinating
with NYS Parks on design and construction for State boat launch
. HH will include it in CAC meeting and discuss how City can follow up
water quality monitoring & outreach w/ Riverkeeper
. KK presents next steps
We are planning to have another Public Meeting end of July @ Waterfront Wednesday Jul 27, 2022 - next public
event
. M. Hofmann has been in touch with the Flood Resilience Network(includes other cities along the Hudson River);
Suggests the group should be invited to the event to open the dialogue and discuss plans; Has already cleared the date
with Basilica for said meeting
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. SM Clearwater will also be there!

-

. KK Discussion of handing over the ﬁnal report and how to ensure advisory group members can stay connected and

. Thinking outside the box where large vessels could dock

KK - asks clarifying question with respect to previous correspondence regarding this issue

engaged with relevant entities/groups and follow up on funding opportunities and sources

. Colarusso’s bulkhead in Slip 1 is approximately 75 ft, but not deep enough and “nosing” into it is hard. Nosing ok for

. WA - HVC is collecting sources and examples, for successful climate adaptive design projects

30-40 ft boats.
Connector dock/pier from Railroad Point to bulkhead

GROUP DISCUSSION:

. WA asks about the depth/feasibility

NYS BOAT LAUNCH

at Public Boat Launch is another option

. P. Colarusso reports that his company just completed the Coxackie boat launch; NY State Parks is waiting for the bond

Permitting - would be required with any change of docks, not impossible

act to pass in November to fund Hudson and other projects; Coxackie design did not address sea level rise and several

. KK - Discusses DEC criteria of intervention within the water - reasonable and necessary

parts were already ﬂooded during construction; Topography of that location would have made it difﬁcult to better

. VC - Tourism could be deemed reasonable and necessary

. SM Just would have to make sure visitors are not going to be crossing through private property ; Deepwater bulkhead

address sea level rise;

. PC. Dredging project (environmental remediation to remove creosote from Dunn Warehouse remediation ) is

. Everyone who has seen it agrees that it turned out beautiful

on-going and will be occurring in front of slips 1 & 2

. Design for Hudson is taking away a good amount of parking from that area

Would it be possible to dovetail dredging in the slip?

. H. Hillman - More public input needed for Hudson State boat launch; Not designed particularly for sea-level rise and

. SM - New water ﬂows around Knoll will probably help with circulation of tides and sediment in slip 2

that is concerning!

. WA - Your [Advisory Group] input and guidance on how to achieve larger boat accessing the park moving forward

. KK - suggests that more advocacy and perhaps media should get involved in advocating for additional public input and

would be greatly appreciated

coordination with HVC design and addressing sea level rise

. VC - Brainstorming what is good for the future together without any personal or political projection is great - open

. H. Hillman says that she plans to discuss with CAC and needs to Common Council or Mayor’s ofﬁce to be aligned in

discussion and open minds.

order to advocate on the City’s behalf, not just as a private citizen

Everyone agrees that this open exchange of knowledge was very helpful

4.4 ACRES
. HH - Did a riversweep to clean up the area; could there be more of a volunteer effort to clean it and take more active
ownership of this property south of Colarusso; Let’s open up the discussion more about this site and its relationship to
this project;
. KK - Could the 4.4 acres be a natural area where people can kayak to, and also use for environmental education with
limited infrastructure. Site will be under water in the future
. PC - access is limited because of Amtrak/CSX (Note: CSX owns the road, Amtrak has a long term lease, casual access
by land can be tolerated, but City cannot plan/design access)
Access should be focused on water access ***
. HH. would be good to at least have a landing for kayaks
WATER ACCESS AND DOCKING
. V. Calhoun: River coming to shore AND shore coming to river offers great exchange; Also speaking from the lighthouse
perspective , Expanding our contact with the water is important, tourism is part of Hudson’s economy
Docking large Vessels - ex: John J Harvey
. VC - Slip 1 - should accommodate bigger boats; SM agrees - bigger boats want to come to Hudson
-

Believes this is something that is lacking in the plan

-

Got a request for 153 ft boat drawing 9.5’ of water
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Hudson CaD Update Meeting with DEC
December 7, 2021
1pm-2pm
Attendees
Libby Zemaitis (DEC)
Lyndsey Cooper (DEC)
Wendy Andringa
Kaja Kuehl
Keegan Oneal

3.

Meeting Notes:
1. Info gleaned from last Monday’s AG meeting – how HVC might represent aspects
beyond our initial project scope/boundary in our deliverable for DEC.
a. City-owned parcel south of Colorusso-owned Port
i.
There is interest from the community for how to address this parcel,
though there is currently no land-based access.
ii.
DEC recognizes that it can be challenging for the community to go from
the larger scope of CaD Phase 1 to the more focused Phase 2.
iii.
HVC will include the parcel “on the map” as a way of acknowledging the
property as a publicly owned asset that the community has expressed
interest in developing.
b. Dunn RFP
i.
The city is currently preparing an RFP for the Dunn parcels, HVC believes
that the CaD project can inform the RFP, but the extent to which is TBD.
ii.
There is funding for a Dunn project through DRI and Historic Preservation
($1.6M), but the development must be for public benefit.
iii.
As an alternative to open development, HVC could advocate for the
conversion of parcels to partial or full parkland. This is best justified by
2100 flood levels where substantial portions of the existing parkland
disappears underwater.
1. DEC would view the use of the vacant city-owned parcels as
green public space as a success.
a. A legal mechanism used for privately-owned land
vulnerable to SLR has been Transfer of Development
Rights (TDR):
https://dos.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2021/09/transfer
-of-development-rights.pdf
2. Libby: From a permitting standpoint, it is far more straightforward
for a shoreline to migrate inland than to be filled/built outward into
the river (fill required extensive Shoreline permitting). This
reinforces conversion of these parcels to public space.
2. Recent findings about State Boat Launch project

4.
5.
6.

a. HVC has Stantec drawings from December 2020 showing boat launch
renovations.
b. Construction on hold indefinitely. At least until Coxsackie project concludes
Amtrak
a. HVC learned from the Advisory Group that they are planning to raise the tracks
near Hudson but not within the city itself.
b. Team would like to pursue Libby’s contacts (shared):
i.
Emma Cattafi
ii.
Bill Goetz at CSX
iii.
Robert Rohauer
iv.
CSX Transportation Community Affairs and Safety
v.
Culhane, Robert, Metro North
Plans for Public Meeting #1 this Saturday.
a. Event flyer and five even activity stations reviewed.
Dock Meeting on the schedule for December 13
a. Scheduled for a more in-depth investigation of dock and launch needs
Additional Discussion:
a. HVC was hoping that in January DEC could attend the next Advisory Group
meeting.
b. Land acknowledgement - there is substantial community interest and momentum
to acknowledge indigenous issues through the park redesign process.
i.
DEC recognizes that a land acknowledgement is an acceptable practice
for initiating meetings.
ii.
If HVC would like, Libby can reach out to DEC’s Head of Tribal Affairs,
David Dewitt, from the Office of Environmental Justice
(https://www.dec.ny.gov/public/974.html)
c. DEC is happy to hold permitting discussions when the HVC team is ready.
Contacts Heather Gearlove (sp?) and Angella Schimitzky (sp?)
d. Libby shared available upcoming research grant opportunities.
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MINUTES

d) Least contaminated - can take it off site and put it

Date:

May 17, 2022

Mtg Date:

May 17, 2022

Location:

Zoom

Topic:

DEC Progress Meeting

Attendees:

W. Andringa

somewhere else
e) Medium contamination - can use on-site
f)

C. There should be enough information on the past remediation of this site that
the determination could be made without testing.
D. Goal is to reuse it on site, but might be helpful to come up with Plan B

C. Priolet

E.

D. Miller

Surface of the sediment that you leave behind and whether that is going to
increase exposure to water of the Hudson
1.

K. Kuehl
F.

Doc’d by:

C. Priolet

Re:

2108 Hudson CaD

TOPIC

II.

DISCUSSION

Contamination

2

Public Meeting

3

Design

Environmental Remediation Group of the DEC

Public Meeting
A. Attendance

ACTION

1

4

Concern from public mainly surrounding this - keeping
contamination from going into the river

Contact:

NO

Very contaminated - have to take to a regulated facility

1.

Youth from Operation Unite attended

2.

iNaturalist was used

3.

Community will be involved in taking ownership of the park

B. Methods for recording
1.

Sticky dots were utilized
a) To be tallied

Next Steps

2.

Printed survey sheets were utilized

3.

QR Code was utilized

4.

HVC left the boards in the park for community to add to

C. Tim O’Connor was not in attendance (DM asked) - CSO expert
1.

NOTES:
I.

Advocate for South Bay
a) Has found some rare species

Contamination
A. We should acknowledge/assure the public that the priority is to remediate
1.

III.

A. Sloop club

Remove, isolate, or contain any contamination

B. Disturbance of removal for ﬁlling use
1.

Beneﬁcial reuse determination* - made later in process
Beneﬁcial%20Use%20Determination%20(BUD,is%20to%2

1.

We encourage them to build a relationship with Riverkeeper

2.

Activating the Southern end of the park with testing activities

B. Sampling directly at the source of where CSO is

a) https://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/8821.html#:~:text=A%20
IV.

Preliminary Design Report
A. Feedback from Public meeting #2 to be included

0be%20beneﬁcially%20used.

B. To be submitted in the next few weeks

b) https://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/materials_minerals_pdf/const
V.

matreusequickref.pdf
c)

Water Quality Testing with Riverkeeper x Sloop

If it reaches certain thresholds, then it has to be taken

Advisory group meeting June 6th, 2022
A. Plans to talk to them about our ﬁndings from the public meeting
survey/Where we’re heading with the ﬁnal design

off-site
Page 1 of 2

Page 2 of 2
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Dock & Launch Group Meeting Minutes
12/13/2021
Zoom Meeting
Attendees: Sam Merrett, TJ Macchi, Nick Zachos, Van Calhoun, Chris Hoppe, Richard Manack,
Paul Colarusso, Bob Green
HVC: Kaja Kühl, Keegan Oneal, Wendy Andringa

Definitions:
Large Vessels - Tour Boats like Elenore (5 ft draft) and Apollonia (draft N/A)
Paddle Craft - Kayaks, Paddleboards, Canoes
Commercial Vessels - Ferries and Public Service Boats
HPBA - Hudson Powerboat Association

●

●

●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Safety
Sam posed that an app or digital kiosk to advise paddle crafters about tidal fluctuation
would be helpful. A simple coded light “beacon” to indicate tidal fluctuation also
suggested.
TJ mentioned that paddle craft safety is paramount - they keep people informed of tides
and river safety. Appropriate signage within the park suggested.

Slip 1
Van noted that there is a general shortage of public docks - both commercial and paddle
craft docks are not enough. Soft shoreline is good, but they can’t lose dockage. Paul
Colarusso shares slip 1 - he is able to help with big boat overage docking.
Paul Colarusso mentioned that the warehouse could be put to use for maritime use or
events or other uses. He is currently not using it.
Slip 1 or partnership with power boat association handling overflow docking could be
options for Large Vessels.
North side (public) has an old seawall that could have floating docks - permitting
process? South side (private) has existing bulkhead and decent depth for small craft and
boats.
Depth: slip 1 doesn’t currently have enough depth for commercial vessels, too
shallow.For example, the Draft of the Elanor is 5 ft and the Appollonia’s draft is 7 ft.
Slip 1 = 6 ft to 4 or 5ft at low tide
Water and electric for docking and launching at Slip 1 would be a plus, but not absolutely
required. Having docks is the priority.
Slip 1 is narrow, but protected. Consider how to preserve water space. Steep drop at
end of slip would need to be relaxed with gravel.
Colorusso bulkhead is more likely location for 20 foot boats (need 2 or 3 feet of water)
for depth reasons.
Colorusso’s site plan has proposed public access at the end of slip 1. Also proposed old
railroad bridge improvements.

●

●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Access for launching at slip 1 is worth exploring - proximity to industrial vessels needs to
be considered. 75 feet of Colorusso bulkhead available, could be extended. Access path
on strip of land between the warehouse and the bulkhead.
Improvements to area for public needed. Passengers could be disembarked at
commercial dock and boat could be docked at Colarusso’s bulkhead.

Upland Sediment Control
Elenore (5 ft draft) or Apollonia (7 ft preferred) in slip 1: are there permittable ways of
maintaining the needed depth?
Soft bottom is better for big boats in shallow depth slips - no scraping
Canal boat has a 2 ft draft, currently sits on bottom at low tide.
Consistent big boat use would help dredge the muck
At low tide, 5 ft water is a decent amount of depth for most big boats

Slip 2
Not ideal option for larger vessels - better option for at-grade paddle craft access
(wading in) with gravel bottom.
No existing freshwater hookup here for kayak launching, no existing amenities, however
there is electric available from the utility pole at Broad St, and a water line under Water
St and Broad St. It is also close to the old Railroad Bridge that connects to Railroad
Point.
With improvements, the slip could be a welcome addition to river access for paddle craft
and water waders. Right now there is no other option for kids/public getting close to the
water to splash around and enjoy it.

Slips 3 and 4
Existing kayak launch in slip 3 is well-liked, makes kayak launching easy. Was acquired
w State funds.
Hudson Paddles defers to the community if private kayakers need the dock- don’t want
to monopolize.
Slips 3 & 4 = 4-5 ft at low tide
Sediment control would be required for any commercial vessel activity in these slips
These slips are for transient out of town boats - a great use - but they often get left for a
long time - oversight system would be beneficial.
Slip 4 could be good for visiting boats
Slip 4 fills with water chestnuts - could slide the dock “finger” back to the head of the slip.
Suggested to add another dock to the south side of slip 4
Suggested to extend the dock “finger” longer, towards the south
Noted that riprap prevents a lot of access - a sand beach could improve this
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Paddle Craft Amenities/Needs
● Drinking water, hose bib/hose to clean boards, bathrooms, electrical outlet (for client ebikes and phones), changing room (currently people change in the bathroom stalls).
These would benefit all activities at Rick’s Point.
● Close proximity from parking / storage trailer to launch a plus.
● Floating docks are easier than fixed piers for less experienced paddlers.
● There is limited private paddlecraft storage available - Hudson Paddles offers extra
storage space on their racks at no cost.
● Expanding capabilities would support Hudson Paddles as well as the community.
● Brick and mortar location would be ideal for supporting the waterfront. Dunn would be
ideal.
● Dunn as Maritime Center and warehouse for goods (Apollonia)

Commercial Docking
● Existing commercial dock is best for programming (moving boats) - boats don’t need to
“live” on those docks.
●
● SM: prioritized programs by moving the Apollonia when programming boats arrived.
● Existing commercial dock location good depth, parallel to shore/current, fixed pier
makes easy staging and access. Parallel docking is preferred.
● Existing commercial dock is the best/only dock for larger operations
● Existing commercial dock has freshwater hookup (at manhole?)
● “Night Dock” is the 30 ft closest to shore - great spot for docking
● Shifting the dock out into the river may encourage wide boats to dock?
● Channel is close, extending/stacking docks there could be problematic
● 160 feet of docks could be enough if well-managed
● Municipal water service line is under Water and Broad St - also one line feeds to
commercial dock.

●
●
●
●

●

Powerboat Association Dock
Dock in public shore gives space to police boats when there is not commercial dock
space available.
Public dock could possibly be extended north?
Aluminum docks are newer, for transient vessels (on south side near police boats)
If police boats aren’t docked, these docks accommodate the larger vessels that need
temporary docking, such as when the Appollonia/Elenore needs to move from the
commercial dock.
Pump-out services: NY State helps with docks to provide pump-out to the public. The
HPBA is mandated to keep docks open to provide pump-out services. HPBA also sells
fuel from the same docks.

●

●
●

●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Permitting process for powerboat dock - unknown by meeting participants. Suggested
that historic precedent of PBA providing docks and services where there wasn’t enough.
City has been light on boating policy.
Fuel services - fuel can be purchased from HPBA
NZ: Extending more public docks north to connect to PBA “public” docks that are being
used for public service boats with municipal benefit could be beneficial - but must
demarcate a public/private boundary for HPBA liability.
The public cannot be brought through the HPBA property or club from a docked boat.
HPBA parking lot is currently the main access point for the public to access the park by
foot - HPBA has always allowed the public to pass through.

Constraints on Existing Tour Boat Docking
Large Vessels can’t stay long - lot’s of wake
Elenore is currently in a private protected marina in Catskill - extending public access in
Hudson is desired.
Elenore would have difficulty using all slips - backing out would be swept away.

Organizational and Management
If waterfront dock access is expanding at the park, there will need to be more oversight.
There have been docking snafu’s.
Oversight would prevent overextended docking, put limits. Not necessarily pay by the
minute.
Athens has a 3 hour docking limit
Kingston has enough docks that the fees can support a full-time attendant.
Temporarily docking kayaks for river visitors would be great.
Ideal dock season is May 1 - Nov 1. Striper fisherman want it open earlier in Spring April 1?
○ Most docks come out at the end of October. They can be placed back in
the water March 15th at earliest, but April 1 is acceptable.
○ Regardless of dock placement, ideal boating weather is May 1 to Oct 1.
Harbormaster needed.
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Please share any other comments you would like us to know about 7 responses
1. Get the Powerboat Association outta there. Negotiate with the State to move it to the
existing State boat launch. Politically fraught but....it's ridiculous to have a prime chunk of the
waterfront in private hands.
2. I’m old enough to remember when the entire park area was oil tanks. Now, I love to go there
to watch the River. Those are Great ideas for a new park area; any of them would be ﬁne. I
would caution, however, that as you implement new attractions to keep in mind that by 2080,
our next generations will need to reinvent the park again; perhaps even to move it to a
different place. Climate change will continue.
3. I’m not sure about volleyball interest, but what I do see in the gravel lot near the park and the
old John L Edwards parking lot frequently is people playing cricket - that might be an
interesting swap, considering existing recreation and inclusivity! Just an idea.
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4. Prioritize people access over motorized vehicles. Create access and a place to be, all else
will follow. Question: is it possible to re-purpose the concrete barriers that the city owns for
the "get down" or will the concrete have undesirable leechate? Could the barriers be
repurposed in the amphitheater step down?
5. Wildlife and land preservation should ALWAYS be a main priority. Advocating for the least
intrusive design additions.
6. i like the improvemovents, can wait to see them in the future.
7. Hope for lots of locally native plants, riparian buffer vegetation, and consideration of
runoff/avoidance of use of chemicals. Isn't the water also polluted? Is it really ok to touch?
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11.4 ECOLOGICAL
SURVEY
SUPPLEMENTAL
INFORMATION
Section 1 - Introduction
This memo serves as a follow-up to a previous
memo describing the existing site conditions
at Henry Hudson Riverfront Park in Hudson,
NY. Earlier site descriptions were compiled
from field observations conducted by eDesign
Dynamics (EDD) team members on September
6, 2021, October 29, 2021, and December 11,
2021. After these initial high-level observations,
EDD categorized the site into three basic zones
based on observed and assumed disturbance,
vegetation, substrate, and structures, with the
plan to conduct a more detailed vegetation
survey in late spring / early summer 2022.
EDD team members including Nicholas Parisi,
EDD Project Engineer, and Michael Feller,
EDD Senior Field Biologist conducted a site
walkthrough on Wednesday, June 10th, 2022.
They traversed the site noting plant species,
took photographs, and delineated more
detailed ecological community zones based
off field observations and aerial imagery.
The EDD team remained on site until they
could observe the shoreline conditions at low
tide (~ 5pm, EST), specifically the mudflat
located at Slip 2 (Zone 8 in the Ecological
Communities Map in Appendix B).
The following are descriptions of each of
the ecological communities. Lists of species
observed in each zone can be found in Appendix
A and the mapping of these zones can be
found in Appendix B. Photos taken during
the site visit are included in Appendix C.

Section 2 – Ecological
Communities Descriptions
Overview
As a former industrial site built on disturbed fill
soils, the site is dominated by exotic, invasive
species. The observed species are typical
of ruderal, landfill, railroad rights of way, and
abandoned industrial landscapes. The one
exception is the mudflat and adjacent banks
along the inlets in Zones 7 and 8. While this
portion of the site is small and far from pristine it
does support native species, including Plantago
cordata, a NYS Heritage Program S3 rare plant.
Zone 1 – Woodland Thicket (1)
This zone includes a 215-foot strip of
woodland thicket along the railroad fence
line on the northeast corner of the site. The
woodland consists of a small collection of
large trees, shrubs, vines, and ground cover.
Among the trees are two native varieties
(cottonwood and box elder) and two exotic
species (tree of heaven and white mulberry).
These trees are interspersed with poison
ivy, Virginia creeper, Asiatic bittersweet,
cleavers, and evening primrose.
Zone 2 – Woodland Thicket (2)
Immediately south of Zone 1, another 175-foot
strip of woodland thicket follows the fence line to
the grassy lot in Zone 4. This woodland consists
of smaller, younger trees including one native
species (red cedar), two exotic species (white
mulberry, autumn olive), and a standing dead
ash tree which was not identifiable. This tree was
probably green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica) or
white ash (F. americana), and had succumbed
to emerald ash borer. A number of shrubs, vines,
and ground cover are also present including
poison ivy, European buckthorn, grape, Tartarian
honeysuckle, barberry, and multiflora rose.

Zone 3 – Gravel Field

Zone 7 – Transitional Bank

To the west of Zones 1 and 2 is a large
gravel parking field approximately 150 by
390 feet. The field has no trees and is only
sparsely vegetated with herbaceous ground
cover including English plantain, black
medic, birdsfoot trefoil, white clover, cool
season grass, and Siberian geranium.

This narrow strip functions as a transition
between the lawn areas of Zone 4 and the
steep scarped bank adjacent to the inlet.
At 260 feet long and approximately 25 feet
wide, it is the smallest of the zones in the
study. This zone includes some of the species
seen in the other upland zones and several
others including buttercup, iris, henbit,
white vervain, mugwort, and dandelion.

Zone 4 – Park Lawn
The park lawn is the dominant zone on the
site. This heavily landscaped area consists
of lawn with some planted trees and shrubs.
Some exotic, invasive ground cover species
are present. The westernmost portion
on the shoreline of the Hudson River is
approximately 280 feet wide by 690 feet long.
Zone 5 – Woodland Thicket (3)
This zone consists of a dense woodland thicket
270 feet long and 40 feet wide growing around
two long inlets. Transition zones from upland to
mud flats are present with a variety of species.
The dominant species in the canopy is European
buckthorn, a highly invasive species which
represents a serious ecological constraint.
However, the lack of maturity or high-quality
species in this habitat does not justify the
eradication of the buckthorn and other invasive
species at this location. Other trees include elm,
red cedar, and autumn olive. Growing among the
trees is poison ivy, cleavers, yellow sweet clover,
sedge, garlic mustard, and hairy beardtongue.

Zone 8 - Mudflat
The inlets enclosed by Zones 5 and 6 form
mudflats at low tide reaching 450 feet into the
woodland. There was one pickerel weed at the
upstream end of the inlet. A few rooted stems
of water chestnut were present in the open
water that remained during low tide. There
were also three stems of a rooted submerged
aquatic plant that could not be retrieved for
identification. Its appearance was consistent with
Myriophyllum spicatum, (Eurasian watermilfoil)
or another species with similar morphology. At
the riverward edge of the mudflat were several
stems of heartleaf plantain and a small patch
of chairmaker’s rush. It is advised that future
surveyors check the Bidens at this location to
determine if it could be Bidens bidentoides,
Estuary Beggar Ticks, another NYS S3 rare
species. At the time of the survey the plant was
not mature enough to make a final determination.

Zone 6 - Meadow
This meadow grows along a 540-foot gravel
road bisecting Zone 5. It consists of an
herbaceous plant community dominated by
exotic, invasive species, and a lesser number
of native species. The table in Appendix A
provides the full list of species observed.
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11.4 ECOLOGICAL
SURVEY
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION - APPENDIX A
Appendix A – Complete
Species List
Zone Covertype
1
Woodland

2

Woodland

3

Gravel

4

Lawn

Species

Common

Status 1

Populus deltoides
Ailanthus alissimus
Acer negundo
Morus alba
Rhus radicans
Parthenocisus quincefolia
Celastrus orbiculatus
Galium aparine
Oenothera biennis

Cottonwood
Tree of heaven
Box elder
White mulberry
Poison ivy
Virginia creeper
Asiatic bittersweet
Cleavers
Evening primrose

N
E
N
E
N
N
E
E
N

Morus alba
Juniperus virginiana
Rhus radicans
Elaeagnus umbellatus
Rhamnus cathartica
Vitis sp.
Fraxinus sp.
Lonicera tartarica
Berberis vulgaris
Rosa multiflora

White mulberry
Red cedar
Poison ivy
Autumn olive
European buckthorn
Grape
Ash
Tartarian honeysuckle
Barberry
Multiflora rose

E
N
N
E
E
U
U
E
E
E

Plantago lanceolata
Medicago lupulina
Lotus corniculatus
Trifolium repens
Festuca sp.
Geranium sibiricum

English plantain
Black medic
Birdsfoot trefoil
White clover
Cool season grass
Siberian geranium

E
E
E
E
U
E

Same as Zone 3

1

Turf grass

“N” = Native Species , “E” = Exotic Species , “U” = Unknown Native Status

5

Woodland

6

Meadow

Rhus typhina
Vitis sp.
Clystegia sepium
Robinia pseudo-acacia
Acer negundo
Rosa multiflora
Rumex crispus
Phragmites australis
Ulmus sp.
Juniperus virginiana
Elaeagnus umbellatus
Rhus radicans
Galium aparine
Rhamnus cathartica
Melilotus lutea
Carex sp. (Scopariaea)
Allilaria petiolata
Penstemon hirsutum

Staghorn sumac
Grape
Hedge bindweed
Black locust
Box elder
Multiflora rose
Curly dock
Common reed
Elm
Red cedar
Autumn olive
Poison ivy
Cleavers
European buckthorn
Yellow sweet clover
Sedge
Garlic mustard
Hairy beardtongue

N
U
E
E
N
E
E
E
U
N
E
N
E
E
E
U
E
N

Penstemon hirsutum
Melilotus lutea
Cf. Poa sp.
Eupatorium rugosum
Allilaria petiolata
Apocynum cannibinum
Verbascum thaspii
Rubus phoenocolaeisus
Solidago canadensis
Arctium lappa
Melilotus lutea
Celastrus orbiculatus
Lunaria annua
Setaria sp.
Rhus radicans
Centaurea cf. maculosa
Rosa multiflora
Geum sp.
Menispermum canadense
Lamium amplexicaule
Berberis vulgaris

Hairy beardtongue
Yellow sweet clover
Cool season grass
White snakeroot
Garlic mustard
Indian hemp
Mullein
Wineberry
Canada goldenrod
Burdock
Yellow sweet clover
Asiatic bittersweet
Money plant
Foxtail
Poison ivy
Spotted knapweed
Multiflora rose
Avens
Moonseed
Henbit
Barberry

N
E
U
N
E
N
E
E
N
E
E
E
E
U
N
E
E
U
N
E
E
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7

Bank

8

Mudflat

Physocarpus capitatus
Eupatorium maculatum
Impatiens capensis

Red ninebark
Joe Pye weed
Jewelweed

E
N
N

Ranunculus sp.
Iris sp.
Lamium amplexicaule
Verbena urticifolia
Rosa multiflora
Artemesia vulgaris
Rumex crispus
Taraxacum officinale
Parthenocisus quincefolia

Buttercup
Iris
Henbit
White vervain
Multiflora rose
Mugwort
Curly dock
Dandelion
Virginia creeper

U
U
E
N
E
E
E
E
N

Bidens sp.
Polygonum sp.
Helenium cf. autumnale
Rumex sp.
Pilea pumila
Impatiens capensis
Pontedaria cordata
Trapa natans
Scirpus cf. pungens
Plantago cordata

Beggar’s tick
Smart weed
Sneezeweed
Dock
Clearweed
Jewelweed
Pickerelweed
Water chestnut
Chair maker’s rush
Heart-leaved plantain

U
U
N
U
U
N
N
E
U
N
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11.4 - APPENDIX C
Appendix C – Site Photos

Figure 1 - Woodland Thicket (1) in the Northeast corner of the site

Figure 2 - Woodland Thicket (2)

Figure 3 - Eastern edge of the northernmost patch of Zone 5, along the edge of the
paved roadway and train tracks on the site's upland edge

Figure 4 - Opening in thicket of Zone 5, crossing between Slip 1 and Slip 2
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Figure 5 - View looking East in the meadow of Zone 6, towards the Basilica Hudson
building

Figure 6 - View looking Northwest in the meadow of Zone 6, towards the Hudson River

Figure 7 - View looking Southeast in the meadow of Zone 6 towards the Hudson River and
Slip 2
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Figure 8 - A view through some denser vegetation in the meadow of Zone 6 across to Slip 1

Figure 9 - The CSO outlet point at the most upland section of Slip 2 during low tide,
revealing a mudflat

Figure 10 - The tidal mudflat at Slip 2 during a receding tide
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Figure 14 - Unidentified submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV)

Figure 15 - Water chestnut (Trapa natans) seen in Slip 2 during low tide

Figure 16 - Slip 4

Figure 17- Patch of lawn between Slips 3 & 4
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Figure 11 - The transitional bank and exposed water's edge adjacent to Slip 2 during low
tide, facing North

Figure 12 - The transitional bank and exposed water's edge adjacent to Slip 2 during
low tide, facing South

Figure 13 - Heart-leaved plantain, (Plantago cordata) revealed on the edge of Slip 2
during low tide
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11.5 SITE
ENVIRONMENTAL
REMEDIATION
HISTORY
The Hudson CaD project seeks to provide
shoreline protection, ecosystem restoration, and
climate resiliency at Henry Hudson Riverfront
Park in Hudson, NY by installing intertidal
marshland along the shoreline and elevating/
protecting inland infrastructure. The site is subdivided into three sections: a western section
along the Hudson River where regrading
will enable marshland to increase over time,
creating a living shoreline; an eastern section
bounded by Ferry Street to the north and the
Empire Service railroad tracks to the east
where existing infrastructure will be elevated
and protected; and a southern section bounded
by a small inlet to the south where low and
high marshland will increase horizontally
over time. These elements will fulfill the CaD
objectives of reducing flooding, increasing
community resilience to sea-level rise and
climate change, and enhancing habitat value.
The site was formerly used for bulk petroleum
storage from 1949 to 1988. During this time,
spillage from operations at the site caused
hazardous substances to contaminate the
soil and groundwater. A site investigation was
launched by the City of Hudson in contract
with the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) to
understand the extent of the contamination
and possible approaches to remediation.
The investigation was completed in 1998 by
Crawford & Associates and the findings and
recommendations submitted in a report. [1]
The following year the NYSDEC issued a
record of decision documenting the findings
of the study and the preferred approach

to remediation. [2] This memo outlines the
previously existing conditions, the remedial
alternatives, and the preferred alternative and its
implementation as described in these reports.
The area primarily affected by the contamination
consisted of a “hot spot” measuring 75 feet by
90 feet with an estimated 3,500 cubic yards of
contaminated soil from 8 to 20 feet below grade.
124 soil samples, eight groundwater samples,
and seven sediment samples were collected,
revealing the presences of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), semi-volatile compounds
(SVOCs), and metals. The primary VOCs
associated with petroleum contamination are
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene,
while the primary SVOCs are polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs). The majority of the
contaminants were contained in the sub-soils
beneath the hot spot area. Groundwater within
the hot spot area was found to contain two VOCs
in elevated concentrations with elevated levels of
metal concentrations expected. No contaminants
were found at the surface soil, and only one
sediment sample was found to contain SVOC
concentrations above New York State guidance
levels. [Standards Criteria and Guidance (SCGs)
include: Part 703 NYS Groundwater Standards
for groundwater; Soil Cleanup Objectives and
Cleanup Levels (TAGM 4046) and STARs
Memo #1 Alternative Guidance Values for
soil; and NYSDFW Technical Guidance,
March 1998 value for chronic toxicity. [2]]
The record of decision identified two possible
pathways of exposure: human exposure through
leaching from soil and migration via groundwater
into the Hudson River; and environmental
exposure through benthic organisms contacting
contaminated sediments. To prevent exposure
and protect both human and environmental
health, NYSDEC considered four remedial
alternatives: no action with institutional controls;
in-situ bioremediation using an oxygen releasing
compound (ORC); air sparging with soil vapor
extraction; and excavation with in-situ treatment.

Alternative 1, no action with institutional controls,
proposed to leave the site in an unremediated
state while providing limited protection through
deed restrictions and notifications in public
registries. Alternative 2, in-situ bioremediation,
proposed to inject an ORC into the subsurface, promoting the degradation of VOC’s
by enhancing the metabolic activity of the
indigenous microbial population. Alternative
3, air sparging/soil vapor extraction, proposed
to install vertical air sparge wells coupled with
horizontal soil vapor extraction wells to pull
air from the soil, causing contaminates to be
driven into the vadose zone and captured
by the vapor extraction wells. Alternative 4,
excavation with in-situ treatment, proposed to
excavate the contaminated soil and transport
it off site for treatment at a permitted facility.

REFERENCES

[1] Final Hudson Petroleum Corp. Site: Site
Investigation/Remedial Alternative Report,
Crawford & Associates, November 1998
[2] Environmental Restoration Record
of Decision: Former Hudson Petroleum
Site, New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation, March 1999

The alternatives were evaluated using eight
criteria: compliance with New York State
standards, criteria, and guidance (SCGs);
protection of human health and the environment;
short-term effectiveness; long-term effectiveness
and permanence; reduction of toxicity, mobility,
or volume; implementability; cost; and community
acceptance. Alternative 2, in-situ bioremediation,
was found to offer the best combination of
these criteria and was subsequently selected
by the NYSDEC as the preferred remedial
alternative. The remediation involved driving a
geoprobe to a depth of 20 feet within a closely
spaced grid and injecting the ORC as the
probe was withdrawn. This was repeated in
the hot spot area three times approximately
six months apart. In addition, groundwater
monitoring was imposed for a period of five
years and deed restrictions were implemented
to prevent the use of onsite groundwater until
groundwater standards had been met. The
remedial work was completed in August 2002.
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Participating Organizations: Hudson Valley Collaborative (Assemblage Landscape Architecture
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eDesign Dynamics, LLC
Effective Date of the Plan:

October 2021

Plan Description:

The primary data acquisition objective of this project is to inform
feasibility and design work for the Henry Hudson Riverfront Park,
Water Street, vacant city-owned parcels, and the Dunn Warehouse
(collectively referred to as “the site”) with a focus on
implementation of nature-based shoreline technologies and
resilience planning measures to address and mitigate future
impacts due to rising sea levels and climate change.

New York, New York, 10001
Prepared for: NEIWPCC and NYSDEC Hudson River Estuary Program
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DISTRIBUTION LIST:
Individuals who will receive copies of the approved Quality Assurance Project Plan, and any
subsequent revisions, are identified below.

10/27/2021

Individual

Organization

Peter Zaykoski
Daniel Miller

NEIWPCC
NYSDEC/HREP/NEIWPCC

Libby Zemaitis
Denise McAllister

NYSDEC/Cornell/HREP
NEIWPCC QAPP inventorying at:
qapps@neiwpcc.org
(978) 323-7929

Wendy Andringa

Hudson Valley Collaborative (Assemblage
Landscape Architecture, DPC)

Kaja Kuehl

Hudson Valley Collaborative (youarethecity)

Eric Rothstein
Nicholas Parisi
Franco Montalto

eDesign Dynamics, LLC
eDesign Dynamics, LLC
eDesign Dynamics, LLC

Michael Hoffman

City of Hudson Mayoral Aide
mayoralaide@cityofhudson.org

The Habitat Restoration Specialist (Eric Rothstein) will be responsible for maintaining and
distributing the approved QAPP. Additionally, upon completion of the project, a draft report
will be distributed to the above list for their review by the Landscape Designer & Project
Engineer .
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Project Description

1.1

General Overview
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The purpose of this project is to assess the effects of sea level rising at the site within the larger
Hudson River estuary ecosystem and produce draft designs that mitigate future habitat and
programming loss through implementing resiliency-based technologies and nature-based
planning methods. Using the concepts and strategies outlined in the 2016 Cornell Climate
Adaptive Design Studio located at the site, the proposed City of Hudson Climate Adaptive
Design Project will evaluate sea level rise scenarios and determine potential solutions to be
shared with the community and develop a framework plan with engineering concepts for the
location. NEIWPCC, in collaboration with NYSDEC Hudson River Estuary Program (HREP), is
funding the design and implementation of nature-based solutions to complement the
development of the site in order to provide successful examples of climate adaptive design as
long-term habitat management and restoration. NEIWPCC and HREP awarded a grant to
Hudson Valley Collaborative (HVC) which includes Assemblage Landscape Architecture and
youarethecity, and its project team partner eDesign Dynamics, LLC (EDD) to produce draft
designs for climate adaptive interventions at the site.
1.1.1

City of Hudson Climate Adaptive Design, V2.0, 10/22/21
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Dunn are earmarked by the City of Hudson but plans for its future use and protection from sea
level rise have not been determined. At its most southern end the city-owned portion of the site
is characterized by an unmaintained slip surrounded by a natural shoreline (see label 3 in Figure
1 below). The Hudson Sloop Club is planning to open an Estuary Education Center at this site.
The Dunn Warehouse is fenced in, and all other parts of the site are publicly accessible. The site
is bounded by the shoreline to the west and by railway tracks to the east. A privately-owned
industrial use parcel sits to the South. In the North, the site is bounded by the Hudson Power
Boat Association, a private club, and a State-owned parking lot. Water Street bisects the site.
The vacant parcels as well as an unimproved gravel area at the southern end are currently used
for parking.
The project will prioritize ecological solutions that restore the shoreline to a dynamic intertidal
marshland that can better absorb change over time. The site’s existing articulated shoreline
provides both space and energy dissipation for successful restoration opportunities, as well as
various access points for public boat docks and launches that give the Hudson waterfront its
recreational vitality.
Figure 1: Map of Site’s Area

Statement of Project Objectives

Rising sea levels can be detrimental to wetlands along Hudson River shorelines; wetland
ecosystems are forced to migrate inland where soil, slopes and seedbanks are inconsistent with
the niche needs of the intertidal ecosystem. This project will result in the analysis of the site for
potential nature-based resilience planning and create a groundwork for construction of the
adaptive climate measures deemed appropriate. Resilience engineering in selected natural areas
will seek to locate opportunities to adjust elevations near the shoreline, restore grassland and
tidal wetland habitats through new plantings and integrate the potential region of wetland
migration with adapted public and recreational assets. Project outcomes will also include public
environmental education, public participation in green spaces and the management and habitat
restoration of tidal wetlands. Additionally, this project will serve as an example of resilience
planning technologies that can be visually and tangibly experienced, increasing awareness of
climate change and how to adaptively work with the evolving environment.
1.1.2

Site Description

The site is located at and adjacent to Henry Hudson Riverfront Park in Hudson, NY (42.254302,
-73.799371) and is primarily a developed urban recreational area that lies within the 100-year
floodplain and is subject to future sea level rise. It contains boat launches, dock space, a small
pavilion, picnic areas and restrooms (see label 1 in Figure 1 below). Two boat docks at the
waterfront edge have eclipsed waterfront access. Within the site further inland is a city-owned
parcel that contains the Dunn Warehouse, a historically significant structure as well as
undeveloped land to its north (see label 2 in Figure 1 below). Funds towards the rehabilitation of

1.1.3

Project Description

This project involves the implementation of nature-based practices in conjunction with resilience
planning and habitat restoration. After the initial site reconnaissance and a review of concepts
developed by the Cornell CAD studios, proposed infrastructure and design may include the
stabilization of the waterfront edge by creating a living shoreline through regrading to increase
marshland accretion capacity over time. The Dunn Warehouse and vacant city-owned parcels
may be elevated to protect the existing historical infrastructure. Marshland habitat may be
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created in the city-owned southern portion of the site to increase marshland accretion capacity
over time. The goal is to promote resiliency in natural habitats through the protection of their
present natural resources and sensitive ecosystems. Additionally, this plan will prioritize
enhancing present ecosystems by adding new plantings to stabilize submerged sediment along
the shore. These proposed measures may include the planting of native species in areas needing a
higher degree of stabilization. This would focus on trees suited for foraging habitat and nesting
locations for migratory birds, as well as a lower canopy cover consisting of rhizome-colonizing
shrubs. Soil quality testing and habitat assessment will indicate high quality areas of the site that
are suitable for preservation; these will have hydrological, light and soil regimes that should not
be changed. Areas that are not of the same quality will be evaluated for enhancement and/or
restoration. Additionally, soil quality in both areas will determine the need for importation of
loamy sand or other recommended substrate, restoring habitat for migratory birds through deeprooting grass plantings. Additional soil testing will need to be conducted if preliminary designs
call for excavation of any material to determine if it is appropriate for on-site reuse or offsite
disposal.
To assess the soils, the project team will use a soil sampling protocol, (see Appendices B and C
for reference) to analyze the horticultural potential of the natural areas. The project team,
including the Lead Urban Planner, the Landscape Designer & Project Engineer, and the Data
Analysis Reviewer will also review available survey data regarding previous city planning, GIS
data and any existing and notable land history and condition, assess the need for any additional
survey data collection and perform and oversee any collection of survey data, as needed. If
determined that additional survey data collection will be required, the QAPP will be amended
with any surveying activities that will be used. Available survey data used will represent the site
historically, using data collected on soil moisture, soil texture, pH, contours, composition, and
land use. GIS Data Layers obtained from the Cornell CAD studio from 2016 will be used to
generate inventory and create maps to inform the planning and design of the project; known
boundaries, elevation values (DEM), flood data, land use, rail, and trail way sites, SLR and street
locations will be identified. Both survey data and Cornell CAD Studio data will be representative
geographically of the location and information used will be within the geographic constraints of
the project, as the locations are specific to the City of Hudson and the site.
In preparation for these tasks, EDD has prepared this QAPP for submission to NEIWPCC and
NYSDEC.
1.2

Project Schedule

All collection of environmental data will be performed as part of Phase 1 of the project. The
following table outlines the tasks and schedule associated with the data review and collection.
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TABLE 1 - Description of Task and Project Schedule
Task #

Description of Task

A
B
C
D

Quality Assurance Project Plan
Stakeholder engagement and DEIJ
Review and Select Design Concepts
Collect Baseline Data and Future Climate Projections for
Designs
Draft Preliminary Designs and Implementation Plan
Permitting Strategy
Final Preliminary Designs and Implementation Plan
Quarterly and Final Project Status Reports

E
F
G
H

1.3

Scheduled
Duration
10/21 - 09/22
10/21 - 09/22
10/21 – 11/21
10/21 – 12/21
01/22 – 04/22
4/22
5/22 – 09/22
10/21, 01/22,
04/22, 07/22

Project Organization and Responsibility

TABLE 2 – Project Staff and Responsibilities
Staff and email
Wendy Andringa
wendy@assemblagelandscape.com
Kaja Kuehl
kaja@youarethecity.com

Project Role
Project QA
Manager
Lead Urban
Planner

Company
HVC
(Assemblage)
HVC
(youarethecity)

Franco Montalto
fmontalto@edesigndynamics.com

Senior Data
Analysis
Reviewer
Habitat
Restoration
Specialist
Data Analysis
Reviewer
Landscape
Designer &
Project
Engineer

EDD

Eric Rothstein
erothstein@edesigndynamics.com
Kyle Taylor
ktaylor@edesigndynamics.com
Nicholas Parisi
nparisi@edesigndynamics.com

EDD

EDD
EDD

Responsibility
Lead quality assurance.
Planning and coordination team lead for
data gathering and analysis, design, and
report preparation.
Supervise data analysis review.

Lead quality assurance for soil and
habitat data gathering, including plant
identification. QAPP Author.
Data analysis review.
Soil and habitat data gathering,
including plant identification, and
analysis lead. EDD QAPP management.
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Jess Haitz
jhaitz@edesigndynamics.com
Daniel Miller
daniel.miller@dec.ny.gov

Project
Engineer
NEIWPCC
Project
Manager

EDD

EDD QAPP preparation.

NYSDEC/
NEIWPCC

Libby Zemaitis
Libby.Zemaitis@dec.ny.gov

HREP/
NYSDEC
Climate
Change
Program
Coordinator
NEIWPCC
Quality
Assurance
Program
Manager
NEIWPCC
QA Receiver

HREP/
NYSDEC

Oversee technical, environmental, and
economic feasibility of habitat
restoration proposed for project; consult
on technical research and monitoring.
Act as a liaison to communities with
respect to climate change adaptation,
flood resiliency, and social risks using
nature-based solutions.

Peter Zaykoski
pzaykoski@neiwpcc.org

Denise McAllister

Michael Hoffman
mayoralaide@cityofhudson.org
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Figure 2 – Organizational Chart of Authority and Reporting Responsibilities

Review QAPP and subsequent versions
and provide approval.

QAPP inventorying at:
qapps@neiwpcc.org
(978) 323-7929
City of Hudson City of Hudson coordinator
Mayoral Aide

2

Sampling, Transport, Analytical and Calibration Processes

Sampling will be conducted in the area identified as the most preferred project area from the
Draft Preliminary Designs developed in Task E of the City of Hudson CAD Project Scope
(referred to as the “preferred project area”; see APPENDIX E).
2.1.1

Soil Sampling Procedures

During initial assessments, soils will be evaluated utilizing hand texture technique, visual
inspection, and vegetation indicators. If it is deemed necessary to obtain additional laboratory
results, the following procedure will be utilized:
The Landscape Designer & Project Engineer will sample site soils for evaluation of suitability
for habitat enhancements and resiliency-design installations. Samples will be tested for pH,
texture, and nutrients. No environmental testing will be completed, however, any odor or visual
inspection that indicates contamination during field work will be reported. During this
procedure, soil cores will be taken for laboratory soil analysis in order to determine suitability of
existing substrate for potential design elements. To guarantee representative samples, 12-16
subsamples will be taken per a pre-determined interval throughout the preferred project area,
measured to a depth of 6-12” from ground surface. The subsamples will be evenly distributed
amongst each pre-determined interval. Sampling procedures will be in accordance with the
Engineering Classification of Earth Materials manual, (See APPENDIX C), and laboratory
testing procedures will be in accordance with the Rutgers’ Soil Analysis Lab. (See APPENDIX
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B). Laboratory analysis will be conducted at the Rutgers’ Soil Testing Laboratory. Locations
determined for sampling will be noted by their coordinates using GPS technology. For more
information regarding the proposed GPS instrument for use in soil sampling, see APPENDIX D.
Even distribution of subsamples per interval will be determined using existing maps and GIS
data, based on the surface area of the interval. For every location of soil sampling, two (2)
samples (duplicates) will be taken five (5) feet apart to the same depth for quality control
purposes.
This method of sampling and investigation utilizes the approach developed and implemented by
EDD for similar work in partnership with NYSDEC, NEIWPCC, the New York City Department
of Environmental Protection and the New York City Department of Transportation. The data
that will be collected using this method will provide an overview of the types of soils found in
the preferred project area and will allow EDD in conjunction with HVC to create a basic
assessment of the feasibility of habitat restoration/creation and nature-based practices. The
findings from these investigations will provide enough background to make informed decisions
regarding in-situ soils and their suitability for design elements.
2.1.2 Vegetation Monitoring Procedures
In order to assess existing vegetation at the site, the Habitat Restoration Specialist will perform a
walkthrough and visual inspection of the preferred project area, partitioning the area into highquality areas to be left unchanged for preservation and locations for ecological enhancement,
creation, and/or restoration. The Habitat Restoration Specialist’s qualifications include 25 years
of onsite natural resource surveys and habitat restoration.
The visual inspection and note taking will be performed according to the vegetation monitoring
procedure component of the Army Corps Wetland Delineation Manual guidelines (see
APPENDIX A). Areas within the preferred project area deemed suitable for the implementation
of restorative measures will be characterized by a dominance of 75% or more of invasive and/or
exotic species. This will be done in order to prioritize a fundamental tenet of habitat restoration
followed by EDD: preservation over restoration and creation. The Habitat Restoration Specialist
will annotate an aerial image of the preferred project area based on these criteria.
2.2.1

Soil Sampling Equipment

The following list describes the equipment that EDD will use during soil analysis investigations:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Soil core sampler and/or trowel
1-gallon Ziploc bags
Powderless, disposable nitrile gloves
Large plastic bucket for compositing samples (5 gallon)
Distilled water (at least two gallons)
Towel for cleaning off trowel or sampler between samples.
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g. Sampling containers/bags
h. Permanent marker for labeling sample bags
i. Cooler and ice

2.2.2

Vegetation Sampling Equipment

N/A.
2.3.1 Soil Sample Handling, Preservation, Storage and Custody
The Landscape Designer & Project Engineer will pack the samples in Ziploc bags according to
the Rutgers’ sampling protocol (APPENDIX B), and label the samples with the sample ID, GPS
coordinates of the sampling location, time, and date. Although not required per the Rutgers’ soil
sampling protocol, samples will be stored over ice in a cooler. The Landscape Designer &
Project Engineer will ensure that all samples are properly packed and secured in the cooler in
order to prevent any spillage or breakage of equipment during transport to the Rutgers’
laboratory for analysis. The Landscape Designer & Project Engineer will transfer the samples by
vehicle either on the same day the samples are collected or the following day.
2.3.2 Vegetation Sample Handling, Presentation, Storage and Custody
No vegetation samples will be collected, handled, or stored.
2.4.1 Soil Sample Transport Procedure
Samples once packaged will be transported to the Rutgers’ laboratory within the allotted holding
time specified in APPENDIX B. Soil samples will be collected and stored in accordance with
the procedure specified by the laboratory performing the analyses as specified in APPENDIX B.
2.4.2 Vegetation Sample Transport Procedure
No vegetations samples will be collected or transported.
2.5.1 Soil Sampling Analytical Procedures
Analytical procedures for soil sample analysis will be followed as per the Rutgers’ laboratory
analytical guidelines, determining pH, texture, and nutrient content in soil samples. (See
APPENDIX B).
2.5.2 Vegetation Analytical Procedures
No laboratory analysis will be conducted in association with vegetation monitoring. Figure 3
displays the data sheet to be used during data collection. The data sheet is from the ACOE’s
Wetland Delineation Manual.
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FIGURE – 3 Vegetation Determination Data Form
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to create a base project background review containing relevant information about the history,
physical conditions and previous resilience planning measures; GIS Data Layers from the CAD
Studios, providing data that can be combined and projected to generate inventory and analysis
maps; and Cornell CAD Studio Materials, which are collected sources from the Cornell
University Landscape Architecture Climate Adaptive Design Studios focused on approaches and
strategies to be explored for implementation in the preliminary design at the site.
TABLE 3 – Secondary Data Sources
Plans & Reports
Nature in the City: A Natural Resource
and Open Space Inventory of Hudson,
New York, May 2019

Political Boundaries
Source: NYS GIS Clearinghouse
(http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/inventories/details.cfm?DSI
D=927)

The Hudson North Bay Recreation and
Natural Area Proposal 2015

Topobathy
Source: River Bathymetry - NYS DEC GIS
Clearinghouse
(http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/inventories/details.cfm?DSI
D=1136)

NYSDEC – Hudson River Estuary
Action Agenda 2015-2020
Hudson Landing Promenade Site Plans
07/16/2014

2.6.1

Soil Sampling Calibration Requirements

No calibrations will be required.
2.6.2

Hudson Connects, Connectivity Plan,
04/2021

Vegetation Sampling Calibration Requirements

No calibrations will be required.

Dunn Warehouse Adaptive Reuse Study,
08/2015

2.7 Sources of Secondary Data
The project team intends to use the following existing data, if available, to plan nature-based
practices and resilience planning in the project area: soil properties, soil composition,
topography, and historical land use, in addition to the GIS data layers obtained from the Cornell
CAD Studio. Existing data will provide the necessary background to determine the optimal
practices and locations for the design plan. Sources specified in this QAPP are NYSDEC, the
City of Hudson, and NYS Parks Recreation & Historic Preservation, in addition to the Cornell
CAD Studio. Sources of secondary data are separated into Plans and Reports, which will be used

GIS Data Layers

Local Waterfront Revitalization Plan,
11/2011

Cornell CAD Studio
Materials

Hudson Studio – Hudson
Waterfront - Fall 2016 – All
final student presentation
boards

Source: Upland Topography – USGS
(https://apps.nationalmap.gov/downloader/#/)
Flood Data
Source: FEMA
(https://msc.fema.gov/portal/search)
Hudson River Estuary
Source: NYS DEC GIS Clearinghouse
(http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/inventories/details.cfm?DSI
D=1136)
Source: National Wetlands Inventory Wetlands
Mapper
(https://www.fws.gov/wetlands/data/Mapper.html)
Land Use
Source: NYS GIS Clearinghouse
(http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/inventories/results.cfm?SWI
S=10&sectorIDs=&themeIDs=15)
Rail/Trail/Streets
Source: NYS GIS Clearinghouse
(http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/inventories/results.cfm?SWI
S=10&sectorIDs=&themeIDs=24)
SLR
Source: NOAA
(https://coast.noaa.gov/slrdata/)
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Soil Properties
Source: Web Soil Survey (USDA)
https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePa
ge.htm

The listed secondary sources will be utilized for data analysis and project planning. Secondary
data source hierarchy will place emphasis on recent plans in direct involvement with the site,
highest resolution data, and the Hudson Studio Materials. These sources will be used for this
project due to their pertinence in information regarding soil properties, topography, composition,
and previous land use. The secondary sources identified in this QAPP will be identified in any
future project deliverable.
3

Quantitative QA Objectives: Precision, Accuracy, Method Detection Limit and
Completeness.

The objective for data quality is for the data to be sufficient quality to confirm and establish the
present environmental conditions and soil characteristics of the site in project locations, looking
for soil moisture, texture, pH, composition, vegetation, climate data, nutrient content, and
existing GIS data layers. Data Quality Indicators (DQIs), which are qualitative and quantitative
descriptors, will be used to assess the quality of data. The DQIs that will be used are precision,
comparability, representativeness, and completeness.
3.1 Precision
Precision is defined as the comparability between repeated measurements to one another. When
using secondary sources for geolocation, precision will be measured by the differences between
the latitude and longitude locations of EPA, NYSDEC, and HREP data to those of the site. These
points should be within a three-digit precision in order to be acceptable. Any other existing
survey data or information regarding the site, such as land or utility surveys, current or past city
plans, and any available historical documentation will be regarded with the same factor.
For soils, all analysis will be done in Rutgers’ Lab with best professional judgement and
accuracy and in accordance with procedures found in APPENDIX B.
For vegetation, all analysis will be best professional judgement by visual inspection and be in
accordance with the vegetation monitoring procedure component of the Army Corps Wetland
Delineation Manual guidelines (see APPENDIX A for further information). Plant identification
will be performed by two individuals, the Habitat Restoration Specialist, and the Landscape
Designer & Project Engineer, on site.
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3.2 Comparability
Comparability is the degree to which the data collected from the study can be compared to other
relevant data sets. Because this project will be using standard testing measures outlined in
numerous past studies, the collected data and results will be comparable to other data sets
collected using the same methods.
In existing secondary source data, comparability will be taken as the cross examination of data
obtained through existing survey data categorized into Plans and Reports, GIS Data Layers and
CAD Studio Materials.
3.3 Representativeness
The representativeness of a study is the degree to which the data can represent an entire system.
Soil samples taken from the site will be taken from representative locations at the sites intended
for potential amendment, specified by an even distancing and landscape region appropriate
locations between the sampling locations. If visual inspection of the soil and the plant
communities growing within the sample locations are determined to be homogeneous by an
experience team member, samples initially sent for testing may be reduced. If testing shows
heterogeneity, additional samples shall be sent for testing.
Representativeness for the existing secondary source data will be affirmed if the area covered by
the secondary source data surveys the entire site area. Additionally, the entire region of the City
of Hudson project should be covered by City of Hudson Plans and Reports, as well as GIS layers
from CAD Studio Designs.
3.4 Completeness
The completeness is the amount of data that must be collected in order to adequately serve its
intended purpose for the project. For this study, all data from the City of Hudson, CAD Studio
and GIS databases pertaining to the City of Hudson project area will be obtained to map the
locations of soil moisture, texture, pH, composition, and GIS data layers. Missing or incomplete
data will be supplemented by physical sampling. Data completeness for lab analysis will be
considered completed when each soil sample taken is analyzed using the methods outlined.
Overall completeness is defined as the total number of tested samples divided by the number of
samples planned for collection. Acceptable percent completeness for soil samples will be based
on field determinations of homogeneity. If soils are homogeneous, fewer samples will be sent to
the laboratory. See Section 3.3 for further detail.
For secondary data source completeness, all data related to the soil moisture, soil texture, pH,
contours, composition, and land use will be obtained in order to adequately describe the existing
land conditions to be used for potential nature-based implementations.
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3.5 Appropriateness

3.9 Quality of Secondary Data

The methods of soil and habitat investigation used for this project will provide the necessary
information for the development of the initial assessment of a project design model to be
implemented at the site. The samples taken and the data gathered from the visual inspection of
the site will create a reasonable level of accuracy for use in the preliminary planning and design
by the project team. The performance and decision for necessity of resilience planning and
habitat restoration are dependent upon the quality of habitat already present in the site, and the
assessments used will give the team adequate resources to decide the extent and measures of the
design.

The quality of secondary data will be determined by the Habitat Restoration Specialist and the
Project QA Manager to be from acceptable, credible sources. This will involve a list of the data
sources and their origins, the person or group affiliated with collecting it and a general
description of each piece of secondary data used. The team will review and analyze the
secondary data obtained from the City of Hudson, NYSDEC, and Cornell CAD studio. Our
review will be qualitative.
3.10

Certification and Training

3.6 Qualitative QA Objectives: Comparability and Representativeness

Field staff will be required to possess a degree in Engineering or Landscape Architecture, with a
minimum 2 years of experience in habitat restoration and soil analysis work.

EDD intends to use data from the soil analysis to evaluate the quality and composition of the
soil. Soil samples will be taken from evenly spaced locations representative of the locations
sampled and will be inspected using the methods of analysis from the Rutgers’ lab.

Lab analysis will be performed by qualified persons at the Rutgers Soil Testing Laboratory.
Certification and training will be in accordance with that of the facility.

The team will also use data from the secondary sources from the City of Hudson, NYSDEC, and
the Cornell CAD studio.
3.7 QA/QC Checks
•
•

Quality of secondary source data will be analyzed by the Project QA Manager and
the Habitat Restoration Specialist.
The Project QA Manager will review results of any GIS analysis.

Also, NEIWPCC may implement, at their discretion, various audits, or reviews of this project to
assess conformance and compliance to the quality assurance project plan in accordance with the
NEIWPCC Quality Management Plan. NEIWPCC may issue a stop work order and require
corrective action(s) if nonconformance or noncompliance to the quality assurance project plan is
found.
3.8 Data Evaluation and Quality Requirements
All data will be gathered from existing research and documents, on site visual inspection for
wetland vegetation, and a soil sampling protocol. The quality of the data will be assessed by the
Habitat Restoration Specialist, Eric Rothstein, to judge if it meets the specified guidelines
throughout section 3. If any issues with the data are discovered, the Habitat Restoration
Specialist and the Project QA Manager will develop a method to correct the error. The error and
corrective action will be reported to the appropriate organization and the QAPP will be revised
accordingly. Any revisions to the QAPP initiated due to anticipated changes in the data
collection process that will impact the data, or its quality will be approved before
implementation.

4

Reporting Procedures

4.1 Data Reporting/Management Procedures
Data collected from existing sources will be compiled for use by project team. The data from
this project will consist of electronic files. The Landscape Designer & Project Engineer will be
responsible for ensuring the documents and records are up to date and are distributed to and
received by the project personnel listed in the “Distribution List”. Any necessary revisions to the
QAPP will be made and the most recent file will be sent to all project personnel and all versions
will be available on file.
In addition to coordinating the habitat resilience measures of the project, the Landscape Designer
& Project Engineer and their supporting staff will summarize the existing data used in the
project. The summary of the data will both discuss the findings and conclusions, which include
the best suited climate adaptation methods and locations.
All data will be reported from physical samples in accordance with the Rutgers Soil Testing
Laboratory standards.
4.2 Data Retention
All secondary data belongs to the existing organization. All original field data sheets (as shown
in Figure 3 – Vegetation Determination Data Form) will be kept on file for an indefinite amount
of time with a minimum of 7 years. The project team will transfer all data to appropriate
documentation format such as an Excel spreadsheet where it will be kept on file in the
Assemblage computer system for an indefinite period with a minimum of 7 years. All reports
quarterly and final reports will be printed, and hard copies placed in the HVC office location and
kept for an indefinite period with a minimum of 7 years.
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4.3 Data Reduction Procedures
Data reduction procedures will cover any calculations or reduction procedures used to analyze
and utilize the secondary resources provided by HVC. For the project purposes, there will not be
any manipulation of data using calculations: data will be used as a background for informed
assumption and design planning.
4.4 Data Validation
The Project QA Manager will review any secondary resources and ensure accurate reporting of
any project data used. This will involve reviewing the sources cited as well as the method and
use of the cited data.
4.5 Quarterly and Final Reports
As required by the HVC and EDD contract with NEIWPCC, brief (1-2 page) quarterly reports
updating the project status, completed outputs, problems encountered and anticipated, including
but not limited to the means of responding to those problems, a statement of activity anticipated
during the next reporting period, and a comparison of the percentage of the Project completed to
the project schedule, will be submitted covering the previous three months. Upon completion of
the project a final report will be developed for submission to NEIWPCC. The final report will
present all generated data found during the project period, describe any issues that had occurred,
indicate any limitations of the data collected and describe the habitat restoration and resilience
planning measures that were implemented through the project. Once approved, the final report
will be distributed to all those on the distribution list.
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